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Why do we need infrastructure
Government adopted an Infrastructure Plan that is
intended to transform the economic landscape of South
Africa, create a significant number of new jobs, strengthen
the delivery of basic services to the people of South Africa
and support the integration of African economies.
Seventeen Strategic Integrated Projects(SIPs) have been
developed and approved to support economic
development and address service delivery in the poorest
provinces.

Each SIP comprise of a large number of specific
infrastructure components and programs.

Why do we need infrastructure
Strategic Integrated Projects (SIP’s)

Why do we need infrastructure
Nigeria, South Africa and USA have the same Infrastructure Development Plans

In fact Globally all
countries do have or
should have Infrastructure
Development Plans

Why do we need infrastructure
Nigeria, South Africa and USA have typically the same
Infrastructure Development Plans
The common thread in all development plans
Closing the infrastructure gap and accelerating economic
transformation
Increases the country’s competitiveness and the citizen’s
quality of life

Transforms the economic landscape of the country,
creates a significant number of new jobs and strengthens
the delivery of basic services to the people
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Rights of Way impact on Infrastructure expansion

There are seven myths that developers have

Acquiring the necessary rights of way is a critical step, yet
time and time again, developers of large-scale projects end
up with compressed schedules and then expect the right of
way professional to complete complex tasks at the
eleventh hour.

Rights of Way impact on Infrastructure expansion
MYTH #1: You don’t need the property rights to launch a new project.
MYTH #2: Acquiring land & rights is fairly simple and straight-forward process.
MYTH #3: Realty costs represent a small percentage of the overall project.
MYTH #4: The schedule should not be impacted by the realty function.
MYTH #5: You don’t need a clear definition of how the property will be used in order
to obtain the rights.
MYTH #6: Everyone is an expert.
MYTH #7: Developing relationships with the affected owners and the project team is
easy.

Acquiring real estate is not a simple and straightforward process.
Land Use Act of Nigeria
Land Use and Allocation Committee in each State

2.2 (b)
(b) Advising the Governor on any matter connected with the
resettlement of persons affected by the revocation of rights of
occupancy on the ground of overriding public interest under this Act;
and
(c) determining disputes as to the amount of compensation payable
under this Act for improvements on land.
28.
(1) It shall be lawful for the Governor to revoke a right of
occupancy for overriding public interest.

29 (4)

Compensation under subsection (1) of this section shall be, as respects -

(a)
the land, for an amount equal to the rent, if any, paid by the occupier during the year in
which the right of occupancy was revoked;

(b)
building, installation or improvements thereon, for the amount of the replacement cost
of the building, installation or improvement, that is to say, such cost as may be assessed on
the basis of the prescribed method of assessment as determined by the appropriate officer
less any depreciation, together with interest at the bank rate for delayed payment of
compensation and in respect of any improvement in the nature of reclamation works, being
such cost thereof as may be substantiated by documentary evidence and proof to the
satisfaction of the appropriate officer;
(c)
crops on land apart from any building, installation or improvement thereon, for an
amount equal to the value as prescribed and determined by the appropriate officer.

39.
(1)
The High Court shall have exclusive original jurisdiction in respect of
the following proceedings:(b)
proceedings to determine any question as to the persons entitled to compensation
payable for improvements on land under this Act.
47.
(2)
No court shall have jurisdiction to inquire into any question concerning or
pertaining to the amount or adequacy of any compensation paid or to be paid under this Act.

In South Africa
Linear projects on average affect a new landowner every 1.5 kilometres
Each Landowner deems their property to be the best property in the area

2) The Constitution of South Africa – Act 108 of 1996 section 25
(2) ……………Property may be expropriated ………..
25 (2) a …………. for a public purpose or in the public interest……
25 (2) b …… subject to compensation …..
25 (3) ………… payment must be just and equitable, reflecting an
equitable balance between the public interest and the
interests of those affected, …………
having regard to …….
a. the current use of the property;
b. the history of the acquisition and use of the property;
c. the market value of the property; ………………

3) The EXPROPRIATION ACT NO. 63 of 1975
Section 12. Basis on which compensation is to be determined
……….
a. in the case of any property other than a right, excepting a
registered right to minerals, the aggregate of—
i. the amount which the property would have realised if sold on
the date of notice in the open market by a willing seller to a
willing buyer; and
ii. an amount to make good any actual financial loss caused
by the expropriation; and
b. in the case of a right, excepting a registered right to minerals,
an amount to make good any actual financial loss caused by
the expropriation or the taking of the right:
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Realty costs represent a small percentage of the
overall project
The cost of rights acquisition even though a small percentage of the
project is a sensitive issue with landowners and occupiers.
An adequate Budget allocated to a RoW Project Number must be
awarded.
An adequate budget can only be estimated by the RoW Professional in
consultation with the Professional Valuer.
• Historical actual vs budget + typical % growth
• Recent precedents e.g. mine payments, etc.
• Legal costs
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Rights of Way impact on Infrastructure expansion
How to overcome RoW impacts on Infrastructure expansion
RoW Professional, Professional Surveyor, Engineer, make
appointments to consult with:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Authority who has jurisdiction of the area to be traversed
Farmer Associations
Community representatives
Environmental Agency
Water Agency
Road Agency
Main commercial land user e.g. mine etc.

Important note: Each of the above appreciate it to give an input on the
best routing and then,
Give feedback on the final routing and reasons
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How the property will be used in order to obtain the
rights
95% of South Africa is Surveyed
and Registered

How the property will be used in order to obtain the
rights
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Developing relationships with the affected owners
and the project team
Issues with landowners and communities whose concerns are disregarded will delay
construction.
An Eskom Resolution which has been successful
Terms of Reference for the Landowner Liaison Officer (LOL)
• To take instructions from the RoW Professional to resolve legal servitude enquiries and
concerns raised by landowners.
• Enquiries and concerns raised by landowners could be sourced from the Environmental
Control Officer, Eskom site staff, RoW Professional or Land & Rights Registration Officers.
• Liaison with landowners during construction will be to clarify the clauses in the Option
to Acquire a Servitude which the landowner granted Eskom. This will mainly be related
to occupation of the property on exercising of the Option, the process of payment for
servitudes and the location of anchor foundations which can as per the option be
outside the restriction distance from the center line.
• To resolve any Tribal issues which could arise from land users who have not been
informed of a Tribal resolution which was issued to Eskom, in these instances the Tribal
Office representative will also be liaised with to ensure resolution of any concerns.

Rights of Way impact on Infrastructure expansion
Getting a Seat at the Decision-Making Table
For an infrastructure project to be cost-efficient and ultimately successful, assembling the
right team is essential.
Typical Team
Finance
Engineer
Project Management
Planner
Commercial
Should also be at the table
Right of Way Professional
Professional Surveyor
Professional Valuer
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Assessment of Compensation Values for Rights of Way
In Nigeria, Estate Surveyors and Valuers are elected by the Nigerian
Institution of Estate Surveyors and Valuers (NIESV) and registered by
the Estate Surveyors and Valuers Registration Board of Nigeria.
(ESVABON)

In South Africa Surveyors are registered by South African Geomatics
Council (SAGC) and the Valuers are registered at the South African
Council for the Property Valuers Profession (SACPVP)
Globally these institutions, boards and councils register these
professionals who play an important role in the overall development
of countries.
These bodies elevate the ethics and standard of practice to globally
acceptable standards.

Assessment of Compensation Values for Rights of Way
Compulsory Acquisition Practices and the Determination of
Compensation Payable in the Niger Delta - Paper by – Victor A
Akujuru and Les Ruddock
• Compulsory Purchase / Expropriation is rooted in legal systems
but frameworks to exercise this power is lacking.
• Compulsory Purchase / Expropriation must be done upon
payment of just compensation
• Landowners/Land Right Holders are neither impoverished nor
enriched
• Market value plus actual financial losses
• There is no universally appropriate method for calculating actual
financial loss
• Crop damage
• Relocations
• Predetermined rates adopted by oil companies

Assessment of Compensation Values for Rights of Way
Compulsory Purchase / Expropriation
Payment of just compensation

Assessment of Compensation Values for Rights of Way
There is no universally appropriate method for calculating actual
financial loss

Professional Valuers have the professional right to determine the
actual financial loss
Will a thumb suck work?
Is it 5% of total land value?
Is it 25% of total land value?
Is it 0% of total land value?

Which Valuers thumb suck will a Judge rely on?

Shall we build invisible power line towers to reduce compensation
to landowners?

Assessment of Compensation Values for Rights of Way
There is no universally appropriate method for calculating actual
financial loss

Good news in South Africa
31 July 2019
Workshop hosted by SARWA
Valuation methods based on the SA Law and Guidelines
Presenter: The well known specialist Snr Council Gerrit Grobbler

Assessment of Compensation Values for Rights of Way
Crop Damage
Community Trees - Pre-determined compensation

Commercial crops - Calculate damaged area - compensate
using typical yield and crop price
Vineyard, orchards, sugar cane, commercial forest etc. –
Determined by Agricultural economist
Permanent crop loss due to infrastructure need e.g. towers,
roads etc – Capitalised compensation calculations to be
done

Assessment of Compensation Values for Rights of Way

Crop damage

Assessment of Compensation Values for Rights of Way

Impact of power lines on
adjacent property values

Double Circuit 275kV power line in the up market Silver Lakes Estate

Assessment of Compensation Values for Rights of Way

Impact of power lines on
adjacent property values
Double Circuit 132kV power line in the up market Cornwall Estate

Assessment of Compensation Values for Rights of Way
Impact of power lines on adjacent property values
Residential Rental Value Determination and the Power Line Factor in
Lagos, Nigeria - Akinjare Omolade Adedoyin, Akinjare Victoria Adeola,
Oluwatobi Afolasade & Emegie Ijeoma Jane
Concluded that there is little to no impact.
F Klopfer Eskom Chief Surveyor thesis on the same matter concluded
that there is little to no impact.
HOWEVER – Acquiring new servitudes tells another story

Assessment of Compensation Values for Rights of Way
Incentives as an option to get quick acquisitions
At AltaLink we had approximately $3billion of critical infrastructure to build (240kV and 500kV)
in a span of 5-7 years.
In order to meet these critical in service dates we approached landowners with an early access
payment of $10 000/titled unit that allowed us the benefit to get on the lands prior to us
receiving our Permits and License.
The benefits allowed us to get some key pre engineering geotech work, Traditional Land Use
studies, Historical Land Use, Environmental surveys (water, plants, bugs, bunnies etc.).
This also played a key component in avoiding many Right of Entry Orders and expensive Surface
Rights Board Hearings of which could be as high as $100k/landowner. Our success rate on this
approach was about 90% and only 10% of landowners continuing not to accept our
compensation package and wanting the SRB to determine the rate of compensation.
I hope this provides you with some insight into what we did and possibly helping with your
projects.
Justian Wylie
AltaLink Management Ltd.
W.Justian Wylie SR/WA R/W-AMC
Manager, Land
Email: justian.wylie@altalink.ca
www.altalink.ca
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Continuous Professional Development to master this
profession
The faculty of compensation and right of way
valuation of the NIESV, empowers members of the
Nigerian Institution of Estate Surveyors and Valuers
through capacity development in specialized skill of
Compensation Valuation and Right of Way
Acquisition and thus elevating ethics and standard of
practice to globally acceptable practice.
In South Africa
SACPVP – Continuous Education and Training
SAGC – Professional Development Points
ECSA - Application is in progress
SACNASP – Application is in progress

Continuous Professional Development to master this
profession
International Rights of Way Professional Accreditation
In South Africa a curriculum has been approved by SARWA to get RoW Professionals
Internationally Accredited.
The first 10 Internationally Accredited Right of Way Agents have now received their
accreditation.

Curriculum is offered through IRWA University in both online and class-room based formats
instructed by a world class faculty of instructors with a depth of experience and knowledge
who are critically trained in cutting edge learning and teaching methods

Continuous Professional Development to master this
profession
Continuous development for new and experienced RoW
Professionals
• Principals of Land Acquisition
• Workshop on the Application of Spatial Information for
Land Use
• Ethics and the Right of Way
• Conflict Management
• Land and Rights Educational Workshops and
Conferences

Without our profession there will be no new
infrastructure no new investments therefore our
countries economies will not grow

Be humble to be strong

Thank you
Presented by Ernest Grunewald – SSA / RWA
Email: grunewet@gmail.com
Mobile: +27836327668

